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Abstract—Vehicle detection is the critical step for highway monitoring. In this paper we propose background subtraction and edge detection technique for vehicle detection. This technique uses the advantages of both approaches. The practical applications approved the effectiveness of this method. This method consists of two procedures: First, automatic background extraction procedure, in which the background is extracted automatically from the successive frames; Second vehicles detection procedure, which depend on edge detection and background subtraction. Experimental results show the effective application of this algorithm. Vehicles detection rate was higher than 91%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle detection is very important for civilian and military applications, such as highway monitoring, and the urban traffic planning. For the traffic management, vehicles detection is the critical step. Vehicles detection must be implemented at different environment where the light and the traffic status changing. Vehicles detection could be achieved using the common magnetic loop detectors which are still used even though they are not the effective. Loop detectors are considered as point detectors and could not give the traffic information for the highway. Vision based techniques are more suitable than the magnetic loop sensors. They do not disturb traffic while installed and they are easy to modify. Their applicability is more comprehensive because they could be used in many aspects as vehicle detection, counting, classification, tracking, and monitoring. One camera could be used to monitor large section of highway. In spite the apparent advantages of vision based methods there are still many challenges. These challenges are weather changes, sun light direction and intensity changes, building shadows, vehicles have different sizes, shapes and colors.

In this paper one digital camera installed over the freeway to detect successive images. Detected images could be analyzed to extract the background automatically. Each image contains background of the highway and the moving vehicles.

II. RELATED WORK

Current approaches for vehicles detection try to overcome the environment changes. Some approaches achieve the detection using background subtraction only and predicting the background through the next update interval [1]. In these approaches, the background is not extracted but detected and then updated through the next images processing. Intensity changes, stopped vehicles (or very slow moving vehicles) and camera moving lead to miss detection in these techniques. It is used to detect vehicle in simple scenes.

Another approach uses edge-based techniques [2]. In this approach 3D model is proposed for the vehicle. This 3D model depends on the edge detection of the vehicle. It is applicable under perfect conditions for passenger vehicles only. The edge in image processing is abrupt change in the intensity values. The edge detection suffers from many difficulties such as vehicle shadows, dark colors and ambient lights. Edge detection process becomes more difficult when vehicle color is close to the freeway color.

In other approaches such as probabilistic and statistical methods [3, 4, 5], there is not strict distribution for vehicle model so they use the better approximations for the unknown distributions, this leads to intensive computations and time consuming. The results of applied these methods will lead to high miss detection, and could not apply for complicated scenes. In these techniques, detection rate is low as compared to the other approaches.

Other approaches use explicit detail model [6, 7], where they need detail model and a hierarchy for detail levels. In [6] the model contains substructures like windshield, roof, hood, and radiometric features as color constancy between hood color and roof color (where the gray level is higher than the median of the histogram). It is apparent that a large number of models are needed to cover all types of vehicles. In [7] a hierarchical model is used to decide on the detection step (that identifies and clusters the image pixels) which pixels have a
strong probability to belong to vehicles. In this case a huge computation is needed to detect the vehicles, and this will result in miss detection for different shapes of vehicles.

In [8] vehicle detection is implemented by calculating various characteristics features in the image of a monochrome camera. The detection process uses shadow and symmetry features of vehicle to generate vehicle hypothesis. This is beneficial for driver assistance but it is not applicable for vehicles counting and complicated scenes.

In [9, 10] neural networks were used for vehicle detections. Neural networks have drawbacks; the main one is that there is not warranty that they reach the global minimum (in this case there are not closed-form solutions for modeling the vehicle detection). The other one implies to learn a data set representative of the real world and there is not universal optimum model for neural network.

In [11] fuzzy measures are used to detect vehicles. The detection process depends on the light intensity value. When light intensity value falls in certain interval, fuzzy measures must be used to decide if it is a vehicle or not. When the intensity value is larger than this interval, it represents a vehicle and when it is less than this interval vehicle does not exist. This approach suffers from environment light changes and interval determination that needed to apply the fuzzy measures.

In this paper, background extraction and edge detection is used to detect vehicles. This is useful in two ways, the first is using the advantages of the background subtraction and edge detection to detect vehicles. Second one it is able to deal with complex scenes and treat the intensity changing problems.

III. AUTOMATIC BACKGROUND EXTRACTION

To extract the freeway background automatically enough number of successive frames must be available for processing. The automatic background extraction starts by processing the first three successive frames (images) as in the following steps [10]:

Step1. Take a movie for the freeway and then convert it to number of successive frames (images).
Step2. Use the first three successive frames C°, C°+1, C°+2 to calculate the differences
\[ D^{1,2} = |C°+2 - C°|, \quad D^{0,1} = |C°+1 - C°| \]
Step3. Specify the gray threshold level T.
Step4. Convert the differences to binary depend on the threshold.
Step5. Calculate the Difference Product (DP) using the bitwise logical AND operation:
\[ DP = DB^{1,2} & DB^{0,1} \]
Step6. Apply binary dilation (DLT) of DP[i,j].
Step7. Apply image close.
Step8. Calculate moving object region (MOR) by filtering the closed image.
Step9. Fill the moving object region.
Step10. Estimate the initial background B(kk) and store this region information at the EF (Extraction Flag).

\[ B(kk) = MOR(kk)C° \]
where the symbol ‘|’ is the bitwise logical OR operator.

And, \[ EF(kk) = MOR(kk) \]

Step11. For the first three successive frames calculate MOR for current input image and calculate background extraction target area (ETA).
\[ ETA(kk) = EF(kk-1) & \bar{MOR}(kk) \]
where \[ \bar{MOR}(kk) \] is 1’s complement of \[ MOR(kk) \].

Step12. For the subsequent frames extract background pixels in the current input image and update EF.
\[ B(kk) = B(kk-1) \oplus \bar{ETA(kk)} \]
\[ EF(kk) = EF(kk-1) \odot ETA(kk) \]
where \[ \oplus \] is the bitwise logical XOR (exclusive XOR) operator.

Repeat steps 1-12 till get the background.

Fig. 1 summarizes the steps of this process.

IV. VEHICLES DETECTION

To detect vehicles the extracted background must be subtracted from the current image as in the following steps:

Step1. Subtract the extracted background from the current image.
Step2. Find the edge of the current image and the background image.
Step3. Subtract the edge of the background image from the edge of the current image.
Step4. Fill the resulted images in steps 2&3. Implement logical AND operation for the results in steps 2&3.
Step5. Filter the resulted image.
Step6. Count the resulted moving vehicles.

Fig. 2 summarizes the steps of this process.
Read the first three successive frames $C^{t-2}$, $C^{t-1}$, $C^t$.

Calculate the difference $D^{t-1,t-2} = |C^{t-1} - C^{t-2}|$, and $D^{t,t-1} = |C^t - C^{t-1}|$.

Let $C^{t-1} = C^t$, $C^{t-2} = C^{t-1}$

Read the new image $= C^t$

Specify the gray threshold $T$

Convert the difference to binary

$$DB^{t-2} = \begin{cases} 255 & \text{if } D^{t-2}_{i,j} \geq T \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \quad DB^{t-1} = \begin{cases} 255 & \text{if } D^{t-1}_{i,j} \geq T \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

$$DP^t = DB^{t-1,t-2} \& DB^{t,t-1}$$

Apply binary dilation (DLT) of $DP_{t,i,j}$

$$MOR(kk) = \text{shape filtered image of } DLT^t$$

$$B(kk) = MOR(kk)|C^t, \quad EF(kk) = MOR(kk).$$

If $kk=1$

$$ETA(kk) = EF(kk-1) \& \overline{MOR(kk)}$$

No

$$B(kk) = B(kk-1) \& (C^t \& ETA(kk)), \quad EF(kk) = EF(kk-1) \oplus ETA(kk).$$

Scan all Pixels

the Background $= B^t$

Fig. 1 Flow chart for Automatic Background extraction
V. RESULTS

A. Automatic Background Extraction

Freeways are originally designed to provide high mobility to road users. However, the increase in vehicle numbers has lead to congestion forming in freeways around the world. Daily recurrent congestion substantially reduces the freeway capacity when it is most needed. Expanding existing freeways cannot provide a complete solution to the congestion problem due to economic and space constraints. Automatic monitoring for the freeways is the efficient method to use the existing freeways efficiently. Its implementation need to detect vehicles using automatic background extraction. Background extraction is the main step for vehicle detection. Fig. 3 shows number of successive frames that are used to extract the background. Digital camera used to take shots. The camera placed over the highway directly. It shots six frames per second. The images are taken midday to decrease the effect of the vehicle shadow problems.
Fig. 4 gives the results of the proposed technique for background extraction.

![Background extraction results](image)

The automatic background extraction results are very good and promising. The most effective parameters that are playing a main role for automatic background extraction are the threshold level and the dilation. The threshold value is specified using Otsu threshold. This threshold is used for segmentation to extract the moving vehicles from the background. Matlab has a built-in function that evaluates the Otsu threshold. The dilation used in this approach is line with angle 90° because the camera has an angle of 90° with respect to highway.

**B. Vehicles Detection**

Table I gives vehicle detection results. The background is subtracted from the current image then the resulted image is filtered to get moving vehicles only. By using this technique most of vehicles are detected. Moving vehicles are detected easily after background is subtracted.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case number</th>
<th>Actual Number of vehicles</th>
<th>Detected Vehicles</th>
<th>Rate%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

The experimental results of applying this approach lead to detect moving vehicles efficiently. This approach gives promising and effective results where vehicle detection rate was higher than 91%. In this approach the advantages of background subtraction and edge detection are used. It is could be improved and used as a basis for automatic freeway traffic monitoring. Miss detection resulted from occluding big vehicles the small ones and the far moving vehicles that appear as a point in the image. These difficulties could be solved in the future work by install the camera over a high building near the highway and take shots for the cross section of the highway.
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